
 
 

How American Avant Garde Film or a Radical Otherness Arrived to Us 
By Božidar Zečević 
 

We met P. Adams Sitney in the summer of the turbulent 1967 on the terrace of the 
fancy hotel "Riviera" in Pula, on the Adriatic Coast of what then was Yugoslavia, where 
he was sitting with Dusan Makavejev and some of Belgrade's cine-club "regulars". 
During the Yugoslav Film Festival in Pula, Sitney was famed for his private midnight 
screenings on the second floor of the same hotel. For me, then a young film critic, and 
some others it was a first encounter with American avant-garde cinema which was then 
known as underground. That magic word had countless meanings and was extremely 
attractive: it was an empire of senses beyond the official film, something alternative, 
unseen, something subterranean and subversive, in any case irregular and amazing. In the 
flickering darkness of Sitney's private room, eyes wide open, we witnessed the revelation 
of this weird world, taking to our notebooks strange and bizarre names like Mekas, 
Markopulos, and VanDerBeek. 

 
For us, Sitney's mission had some prehistory, long before Makavejev brought him 

from Paris to Pula during the state-operated Yugoslav Film Festival (which has little to 
do with any kind of underground). During the early sixties, while at the Academy*, we 
saw the films of Maya Deren, Richter's Rhythms and some works of Robert Breer, thanks 
to Filip Aćimović, then the most important employee of Jugoslovenska kinoteka 
(Yugoslav Film Archives and Museum), who was giving half-hidden, "satanic 
screenings" of avant-garde films in the dampy, subterranean premises of the Film 
Museum in Belgrade's Kosovska Street. On the other hand we had a vivid experience of 
Zagreb GEFF (Genre Film Festival), which was the only film occurrence that stood 
counter to our "official" cinema. The news from the other side of the Ocean gave us the 
impression that something similar to GEFF's "radical romanticism" was going on 
overseas, something related to the European avant-garde, Maya Deren, New York's 
"Fluxus" and the then very popular Andy Warhol, pop-art, ready-made, Christo and 
Oldenburg – but we were not informed or misinformed, or acquainted through rare and 
precious books which were going from hand to hand in our student joint "Kolarac" at 48 
Knez Mihailova Street. We barely understood the meaning of that "radical experiment" 
and were seeking more conclusive explanations of the latter. Even during Sitney's "Pula 
mission" we couldn't connect different works like Shirley Clarke's newsreels with the 
radical approaches of Mekas and Brakhage. 

 

In 1967 P. Adams Sitney was the first to give us reliable information on what was 
going on across the Ocean. First and foremost that underground was not any kind of 
movement in the European sense, that there were only vague common links between 
those who were making films and acted against the traditional or narrative filmmaking. 
Some roots, some common landmarks existed in the American avant-garde film before, 
in the forties and fifties, but Sitney insisted on something very American (that I myself 

* Academy for Theatre, Film, Radio and Television, now Faculty of Dramatic Arts in Belgrade, Serbia.  
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understood much later) – some kind of self-sufficiency and independence of individual 
expressions and individual poetics, together with the radical otherness (Sitney's own 
expression) of those individuals. I later discovered that Sitney's European tour in 1967 
was in fact the first contact from the "old world", with the radical film will in the U.S.A. 
According to Sitney himself a certain American/European two-way passage was taking 
place. Although most of them of European descent (the Mekas brothers, Kubelka and 
others), they did not pay too much attention to common conceptual relations with the 
European avant-garde. Being rather independent they were resisting any kind of 
conceptual association in the European sense. Sitney was the first to bring some kind of 
European spirit there. He introduced some kind of structural and historical association of 
European heritage with self-determination of the "native avant-garde cinema" (his own 
expression in the book "Visionary Film"1 conceived two years later) revealing that 
contacts do not begin with Richter and Gance but with literary Romanticism, Mallarmé 
and Cézanne, with the poetry of Symbolism and Bergson's philosophy. In the background 
of the underground a symbolic reaction within the one and the same Western culture was 
taking place, as Emerson, Thoreau and Whitman, the Americans, had been expressing the 
spirit which from European otherness was born and later influenced other generations of 
Americans themselves. This thin red line permeated through Sitney's later writings: 
reading it we were revealing deeper relations between the two worlds which were, in the 
final extent, parts of the same Western culture.    

By the end of sixties a great interest for American avant-garde cinema blew up in 
Europe. By that time books of Sheldon Renan2 and Parker Tyler3 were accessible here 
and we could read them in the context of earlier works of Jay Leyda, Lewis Jacobs and 
essays by Herman Weinberg together with the philosophical radicalism of Susan Sontag, 
with the theatrical experiments of the Living Theatre and trends towards the extension of 
human perception. The American underground became part of the wider referential 
context and shook the world and its perception. A certain recession by the mid-seventies 
brought time to take a breath and look back: avant-garde cinema became part of the 
university curricula, Mekas became a patriarch who was receiving closely watched 
pilgrims in his New York Film Archives, VanDerBeek, Frampton and Sharits became 
professors at prestigeous universities, Kubelka the director of the State Film Archives in 
Vienna and Sitney  had more time to focus on the keener classification and theory of the 
"underground heritage" as "ritual", "mythopoethic" or "structural" cinema. 

By that time, around 1970, we were gathering around the Student Cultural Center 
in Belgrade, which we literally got from the state after our student riots and rebellion in 
June of 1968. The elegant palace of the former Royal Officers Club (later the club of 
Udba – the Communist Secret Police!) was given to us, the Belgrade students, together 
with a substantial amount of money to organize "a free cultural life among the student 
population of Belgrade", which was then around forty thousand. In the next ten years the 

1 P.Adams Sitney, Visionary Film, NY: Oxford University Press,1974 
2 Sheldon Renan, An Introduction to the American Underground Film, NY: Dutton, 1967 
3 Parker Tyler, Underground Film: A Critical History, NY: Grove Press, 1969 
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Center became the most important place of interest and gathering of young artists, 
philosophers, musicians and certainly filmmakers and filmgoers. It was my responsibility 
to establish a first film club there, not an amateur filmmakers cooperative (which already 
existed from the early fifties in Belgrade) but a free screening and discussion tribune 
named Filmforum, "a free non-governmental organization for spreading film culture" 
which was its official title.4  

It is not accidental that the club was opened with a program named "New 
American Cinema" on Thursday, May 20, 1971. The next, second issue of the Filmforum 
Bulletin reads: "There were a hundred and thirty eight of us. The coordinator Božidar 
Zečević read The Filmforum Manifesto and has presented the Information Centre for Film 
(with branches in Zagreb, Ljubljana and Sarajevo)."5  The "New American Cinema" was 
a program of about two hours that had less to do with what Sitney was screening in Pula 
and was composed from the Kinoteka's half-secret and never-entirely-shown-in-public 
archival collection of the above-mentioned Filip Aćimović, a film enthusiast and the real 
"soul" of the Yugoslav Film Archives. The only one I remember was the two-minute 
Recreation by Robert Breer, one of Aćimović's favorites. In fact, this semi-private 
collection of Filip Aćimović, a brilliant film enthusiast and living encyclopaedia of films 
(he was the step-father of our mate Goran Paskaljević, later the leading Serbian film 
director), was the first to be screened. When I later moved from the Student Cultural 
Center to became the Head of the Film Museum of Jugoslovenska kinoteka I 
enthusiasticly maintained Filip's interest in American and avant-garde films.  In 1976, 
care of  Willard Van Dyke and  Eileen Bowser of the Museum of Modern Art in New 
York, another two giants of the archival business, I was fortunate to see the "History of 
the American Avant-Garde Cinema", a monumental film anthology on 16mm, carried out 
by Marylin Singer of American Federation of Arts. Back in Belgrade from America, I 
somehow managed to convince Vladimir Pogačić, then the director of Jugoslovenska 
kinoteka, to purchase this entire collection under a special price for film archives, and 
was more than happy to receive this two-reel shipment from New York, packed and sent 
personally by Eileen Bowser. The entire year 1981 I was preparing a big show in the 
Museum of the Kinoteka in Belgrade, and finally "The History of the American Avant-
Garde Cinema" in seven chapters (600 mins) was shown loud and proud with a catalog in 
the Serbian language – ten years after our first program of Filmforum and thirteen years 
after Sitney's semi-legal screenings in his hotel room in Pula. So the American film 
avant-garde became our common heritage. And it still is.                              

                              

4 "My first film program in Student Cultural Centre was American avant-garde film, followed by the 
founding in 1971 of the FILMFORUM, a totally subversive cultural organization with its own avant-gardist 
film bulletin under the same title" in Božidar Zečević: Talason ili mala istorija zavere, u Ovo je Studentski 
kulturni centar, Beograd, SKC, 1996, 32 (Talason or a Small History of a Conspiracy in This is Student 
Cultural Center, Belgrade, SKC, 1996, 32) 
5 Božidar Zečević: Manifest Fimforuma. Šta da se radi? Prvi broj Biltena Filmfotuma, maj 1971, SKC, 
Beograd, 1 (Božidar Zečević Filmforum Manifesto. What to do? Filmforum Bulletin no. 1, may 1971, SKC, 
Belgrade, 1). 
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